
WHAT ARE THE FEATURES OF A GOOD ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY

If you are in search of one, dedicate some of your time to reading a review of the best essay and paper writing websites.
8 Answers.

The conclusion has to inform us why readers have to pay attention to and spend their time for your essay.
Submit Clean Writing Understand What the Assignment Calls For Before you start doing the research and
writing the essay, you need to understand this type of assignment. As a writer, the use of logos should be
primary, should appear throughout the essay, and it is the best way to convince someone to adopt a particular
stance on any issue. Professors read all day long and so common errors like passive voice, over-reliance on
adverbs, and poorly constructed sentences drive them crazy. Address counterarguments in the body of your
essay -- always treating opposing viewpoints with courtesy and respect -- and explain how those arguments
don't hold up. Even if not every student has talent in writing, this does not mean he can not learn how to do it.
A current topic is one that has not been overdebated and is still being decided by society. Conclusion:
Repeating the main thesis statement; A couple of sentences to summarize all the arguments supporting the
main thesis statement; A general warning about the consequences of not accepting your main thesis statement.
A researchable topic is one in which the writer can find a variety of credible and current sources. The best way
for writers to incorporate ethos is by addressing counterarguments and using credible sources. It is also
important to avoid using logical fallacies. Logos is a term that refers to the use of logic in a debate. Introduce
Evidence: Introduce your proof in a choice of a few words Present Substantiation: Exactly what supportive
examples are you able to add to confirm or illustrate your topic sentence? Make sure to get informed about the
proper style guide and stick to those guidelines when formatting references. Conclusive Sentence: Provide
your conclusive sentence to your paragraph, which shows how the topic phrase of the given paragraph helps
up better comprehend a general claim of your essay. It is always good to chose something that you are
passionate about because will not only have fun while writing, but your content will be engaging and
interesting to others. If you follow simple instructions, you put your effort into it, and you watch the details,
you can make any kind of essay. You also might enjoy these posts from our archive:. As usual, it consists of
only one paragraph, though it can be a bit longer. A five-paragraph or a five-part argumentative essay teaches
students how to present their claims clearly and confidently, while backing their views with solid evidence
from literary texts and credible research materials. In other words, the writer needs to be able to find a
multitude of research performed by qualified individuals to support the overall argument. Incorporate logos,
pathos, and ethos. For example, if a writer is passionate about arguing for or against the Health Care Reform
Act that was passed by Congress in , it would be wise to narrow this topic. This allows avoiding the thorough
scientific in-depth study of arguments in essay writing , at the same time attracting the attention of the public
to the issue that may not be popular at the moment. If you're arguing about a literary work, include the title
and author in your introduction. In an argumentative essay, you have a central issue that you support with
arguments. June 30, What are the Features of Argumentative Essay? Perform effective and thorough research.
Kristine Tucker - Updated June 28, A good argument is a simple numbers game with a clear winner. One of
the best places to use pathos is in the introduction. Argumentative writing calls for an in-depth research
through reliable resources. Specific Qualities You Need for Argumentative Writing Professors value great
argumentative writing upon three qualities: Precision and focus of arguments Before you start writing on a
particular topic, make sure to craft an outline. Supporting Body Paragraphs Develop three distinct, yet unified,
body paragraphs to support the claims in your thesis. Exactly what information do your readers have to take
from the given piece of work? For more on creating an outline, view the creating an outline page. Do not
repeat the same statements in different words. All writers will benefit from creating an outline to organize all
of the information that will be presented, and this benefit becomes even greater with longer argument essays.
It may be possible to argue for or against one portion of the law. Each and every argument in the content
should be directly related to this statement.


